In this paper we summarize the analysis of nonmetric theories of gravity described in detail in some previous papers. One of the main results of this analysis is that in a spherically symmetric, static gravitational field, the class of metric-affine theories of gravity (MATG s) must take on their metric form. Some MATG's in the literature are then classified and analyzed, with the result that none of the theories investigated are viable.
I ""=(a)P"+(a)"5,+(13) 5"", These theoretical arguments are supported by experiment. Indeed, experiments that measure the deflection of light demand that [13'+(g/f)P] is zero to first order in U (see next subsection). Both terms are required to be zero to both first and second orders in U by modern-day Eotvos experiments (to initial order these experimental constraints are very severe, while to second order they are rather weaker).
We conclude that both factors must be zero (and consequently take on their "metric" form), viz. , Eotvos experiments verify these theoretical results.
H is measured to be equal to , f'/-f (g-/f)y' to both first and second orders in U, while B is measured to be zero only to first order in U.
An investigation of the laws of GGEM will yield inforiaation on the six quantities (a'+a' -5' -5'), -(a'+a' -5' -5') = -M=A =-
where p is a scalar defined by p'/2p=gy'/f
We.
now wish to attempt to find constraints on y' (or, alternatively, p). Eotvos experiments, which were dealt with in Ref. 3 and the results of which were outlined above) can be essentially divided into two classes: those that measure test particle motion (such as the Newtonian limit, perihelion shifts, and light deflection), and those that measure the effects of gravity on clocks (such as the gravitational red-shift and the timedelay in radar propagation).
We note that this division is not consciously made when dealing with MTG's, where all experiments are regarded as measuring the same thing (i.e. , the metric). In particular, we note that in nonmetric theories of gravity (such as, for example, MATG's) the light-deflection experiment and the time-delay experiment measure two different manifestations of the gravitation field.
All the observational results to be quoted here are described in Refs. 1 and 2, within which the references to the actual experiments can be found. the methods used to calculate the experimental constraints are, in the main, standard, and can be found in Ref. 2 and many standard textbooks. (2.1 1) where b is the minimum distance between the electromagnetic wave and the Sun during its motion. Equation (2.12) (2.24a) [t1/(pg)](pf pg-v )'r . From this result, and the forin of the other terms in (2.5), we find that relations (2.5) are precisely those for which the laws of GGEM take on a "metric" form with respect to pg, b. Therefore, the analysis in Sec. IIB demands that the laws of GGEM must take on a metric form with respect to a tensor conformally related to g,b (it does not prove however that the laws must be metric with respect to the physically important g, b). This result is useful here, since we can now see quite clearly that unless p is a constant (i.e. , y'=0), the equivalence principle is indeed violated. (Moreover, a nonzero y' leads to a practical breakdown in the equivalence principle in that energy is no longer conserved. ) Parenthetically we remark that we have therefore shown that for the theories of gravity under investigation the equivalence principle is satisfied if and only if the theories are metric.
In Sec. IIB we considered the GGL equations in their general form. For any particular theory of gravity the GGL equations would be given; that is, L, and therefore H and B, would be specified. We could then regard (2.4) as a constraint on the form of I . In some cases this constraint can be shown to prove that y' is zero. For example, let us consider two examples of possible GGL equations (see Ref. 4 ). In the first L =d~/dt, so that H= , f'/f and-P =0, and (2.4) consequently yields
In this section we shall consider several examples of MATG's in the literature. First we shall classify the theories, and then investigate them using the analysis described in Sec. II.
A. Weyl-affine theories
In this class of theories we have that bc lb el+0 bc where 0'r =g'"(gbd4. +g', a4b gb 0d»- (3.2) and P, is a vector field (usually constructed from a scalar field by P, =()),). Using (3.1) and (3.2) we see that gab~c 2gab(( cW~~ [bc] (3.3)
In an SSS gravitational field g'b, takes on the following form:
zero. Unfortunately, we need second-order gravitational red-shift experiments in order to determine yz.
We conclude that the above analysis indicates that y' must be zero. Since the laws of GGEM are not given in any of the above, none of these theories are complete. In addition, in two of the theories above the field equations are not complete either. In all the cases in which the field equations are complete we find that P-O(U) (i.e. , P»0), which contradicts the experimental evidence outlined above. We conclude that none of these theories are viable.
B. Weyl-Dirac theories'T hese are the theories that attempt to identify the field in the Weyl-affine theories with the electromagnetic potential A"and thus unify gravity and electromagnetism.
As noted by Ross, '3 these theories imply that electromagnetic field couples to all other fields, regardless of whether they are charged or not. We shall not consider these theories any further.
C. Nonconservation theories
These are theories in which T'. b is nonzero. In an SSS gravitational field I 'b, takes on the following form:
5"= P"=A-, ", a "= 13"=$-", 5"=a =0, (3.8) (ii) p= --, , q= -, , so that test particles follow the geometric curves in the Lyra geometry called "autoparallels. " Let us consider the two cases as two different theories.
In case (i) we find that I takes on the following foirri in an SSS gravitational field:
(a+a) p --(5+5) "= 213"-=2 j&q-(3.11)
Depending on how the antisymmetric part of I is defined, this case would either be a theory of the type described in Sec. III (A) or Sec. III (D) .
In case (ii) we find that I takes on the following form in an SSS gravitational field:
(a+a),"=(5+5), "=P,"= -7', "-= 4 0,".
This theory is different from all the others above in that g,b~, &0 and (depending on how the antisymmetric part of the connection is defined) possibly S'b,~0
Finally, we note that although the field equations are given in the theories of Sen and Dunn, the laws of GGEM are not; the theories are therefore incomplete. We conclude by noting that an additional consequence of the analysis outlined in this paper is that none of the theories listed here are viable.
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